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13.   ABSTRACT 

Inclusion damage due to metallic or highly absorbing inclusions has been 
conclusively identified as the practical limitation in the threshold for laser-induced 
dielectric film damage at the wavelength 0. 69 M.    The predicted "pulse duration- 
inclusion size   relationship has been observed.    It lias been shown that linear 
absorption is not a limiting damage mechanism when films are properly prepared 
from materials which do not show bulk absorption.    The first verified observation 
of intrinsic damage in dielectric films is discussed. 
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Technical Report Summary 

Purpose of Projeel 

The purpose of this research is to gain an understanding of the processes by 

which laser radiation causes damage to nominally transparent materials,  especially 

those used in the lasers themselves. 

KquipmenI Development 

The completion of a facility to perform carefully monitored damage experi- 

ments with single,  selected,   20-psec duration mode-locked ruby laser pulses, or 

with 20-nsec duration ruby laser pulses wus described in Technical Report No.   1. 

The results of damage measurements on dielectric mirrors,  performed with the 

above mentioned apparatus,  were reported in Technical Report No.  2.    Evaluation 

of techniques to generate laser pulses of an intermediate duration,   1 nsec,  were 

discussed in Technical Report No.  3.   In this report we will discuss damage ex- 

periments performed using single pulses having durations of 20 psec,   1.4 nsec, 

and 23 nsec,  and with pairs of pulses each of duration 1.4 nsec separated in time 

by a few nanoseconds,  and with pulses having a square waveform. 

Conclusions 

Having studied many samples from several vendors over a wid^ ran^e of beam 

radii ard pulse durations,  we are able to draw numerous conclusions concerning 

laser damage to electron-gun deposited films of Ti02/SiO„ or ZrO?/Si02,   Since 

ii t*mmmmnu*^äm 
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the conclusions cover a wide range of phenomena,  they are listed below as in- 
dividually numbered items. 

(1) Damage due to highly absorbing or metallic inclusions is the limiting 

damage mechanism in electron-gun deposited films of Ti02/Si02 or ZrOp/SiO« at 

the laser wavelength 0. 69 (jm for all pulse durations between 20 psec and 20 nsec. 

(2) The inclusions range in diameter from >0. 1 um to 5.0 /urn,  and the in- 
7        2 4 2 elusion density ranges from 10 /cm   fjr the smallest sizes to 10  /cm   for the 

larger sizes. 

(3) The "pulse-duration, inclusion size" relationship predicted for the case 

of highly absorbing inclusions has been observed. 

(4) Short pulses damage small inclusions and long pulses damage large in- 

clusions.    Eliminating the class of larger inclusions may lead to significant in- 

creases in the damage resistance of mirrors used inQ-switched or mode-locked 
lasers. 

(5) A double-pulse damage technique described in this report is capable of 

detecting damage due to linear absorption, 

(fi) Linear absorption is not a limiting damage mechanism in films properly 

fabricated from materials which do not show bulk nbsorption. 

(7) The use of pulses with a square waveform greatly simplifies the observa- 

tion of dama je.- statistics and their interpretation. 

(8) Damage to small areas (usually <10um in diameter) free of inclusions is 

statistical in nature, more properly characteri-.'ed by the probability that damage 
will occur at a given intensity rather than a damage threshold. 

(9) Damage in the small a-eas free of inclusions is sensitive to the electric 

field maxima (due to interferenc i between incident and reflected waves) present 

in highly reflecting multilayer stacks.   Damage to large areas is inclusion 

limited and not sensitive in any systematic way to the electric field maxima. 

(10) The transition from damage duo to intrinsic processes to inclusion 

limited damage has been observed by performing the damage experiments over a 
range of incident spot sizes. 

(11) In the transition region of spot sizes where either mechanism may be 

excited,  the distinction between inclusion damage and intrinsic damage is marked 

by both the damage morphology and the manner in which the pulse waveform is 
altered by passage through the damage. 

(12) Since damage most frequently occurs near the top layers of multilayer 

coatings,  techniques to improve the quality of these layers should improve the 
damage thresholds considerably, 

This report will,  therefore,  describe conclusive evidence that mirror damage 

is limited by inclusions,  and will also discuss the first observations of intrinsic 

damage in dielectric films.    Two new techniques for damage studies,   double pulses 
and shaped pulses,  are reported in detail. 
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Laser Damage in Dielectric Coatings 

Identification of Inclusions as the Limiting Damage 
Mechanism and First Observation of Intrinsic Damage 

in Dielectric Coatings 

I.  INTRODICTION 

Measurements of the damage threshold of dielectric mirrors have previously 
1   ? been performed using single pulses with durations of 20 psec and 23 nsec.   » 

Primary emphasis during this reporting period was given to performing damage 

measurements at an intermediate pulse duration,   1.4 nsec.   Completion of such 

measurements on several reflectors furnished the additional data needed to pro- 

vide a coherent explanation of the limiting damage mechanisms in electron-gun 

deposited films; that is,  damage on such mirrors is limited by the presence of 

highly absorbing inclusions.    The density of the inclusions and a measure of their 

sizes has been experimentally determined. 

(Received for publication 9 July 1973) 

1. Bliss, E.S. and Milam, D. (1J72) Laser Induced Damage to Mirrors at 
Two Pulse Durations. Proc. 4th ASTIV Symp. Damage in Laser Materials, NBS 
Spec.  Pub.  No. 372. 

2. Bliss,   E.S.,  Milam,  D.,   and Bradbury,  R.A.  (1973) Dielectric mirror 
damage by laser radiation over a range of pulse durations and beam radii, 
Appl.  Opt.   12:602, 
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This proposed mechanism has in turn suggested numerous additional experi- 

ments aimed at determining the damage thresholds and mechanisms for inclusion 

free sites.   Damage measurements on these sites are not only interesting from 

the basic physics viewpoint,  but they also furnish the only real way of estimating 

increases in damage resistance that would result if the inclusions were eliminated. 

These "small-spot" experiments have resulted in the first verified observa- 

tion of intrinsic damage processes in mirrors.   Statistical behavior,   such as that 

observed on small surface areas    or in small volumes in the bulk   of good optical 

materials,  have now been observed in mirrors.   Damage on those small sites 

was also sensitive to electric field maxima present (due to the presence of an 

incident and reflected wave) in highly reflecting mirrors. 

This report is mainly divided into four parts:   (1) Inclusions are identified as 

the limiting practical damage mechanism in dielectric mirrors (Section 3); (2) an 

experimental double-pulse technique is described as a means of detecting damage 

due to absorption (Section 4); (3) the statistical aspects of damage by electron 

avalanche and b> inclusions are discussed (Sections 5 and 6); and finally (4) obser- 

vations of intrinsic damage in mirrors are described (Section 7).    The fundamental 

features of the apparatus are described in Section 2. 

2. EXPKHIMKNTAL COMDITIONS AND DAMAGE STGCMENS 

Experiments have been performed at a wavelength of 0.e.9 ym using Gaussian- 

mode pulses with durations between 20 psec and 20 nsec.   The picosecond pulse«; 

were selected from a mode-locked pulse train, while the longer pulses were 

generated in a dye-Q-swit^hed oscillator.   For both systems,  the temporal profile, 

pulse energy,  ; nd a magnified image of the laser spot incident on the damage 

specimen are recorded for each firing.   Details of the two systems are reported 
elsewhere.   ' 

The Q-switched system has recently been modified by the installation of an 

electro-optic pulse shaper between the oscillator and the amplifier.    This has 

3. Bass,   M. and Barrett,   H.H.  (1972) Avalanche breakdown and the 
probabilistic nature of laser-induced damage,  IEEE J. Quant.  Elect. QE-ft 
(No.  3) 338-343.   

4. Fradin,  D.W.,  Yablonovitch,  E., and Bass,  M.  (1973) Confirmation of 
an electron avalanche causing laser-induced bulk damage at 1.06 microns 
Appl. Opt.   12:700. 

5. Bliss,   E.S. and Milam,  D.  (1972) Laser Damage Study with Subnanosecond 
Pulses,  AFCRL Report No,  72-0233.    Available from Defense Documentation 
Center,   The National Technical Information Center,  or the authors. 
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allowed generation of strictly bandwidth-limited pulses 1.4 nsec in duration, 6 

pairs of pulses separated by a predetermined and reproducible time interval,  and 

pulses which have square waveforms.   All damage experiments with shutter-shaped 

pulses were monitored in the same fashion as has been described. 

With a single exception noted In Section 3,  all damage specimens were 

electron-gun deposited,  quarter-wave stacks of either T102/S102 or Zr02/S10y 

on fused silica substrates.   Both highly reflective,  R > 90 percent,  and anti- 

reflection coatings,  R < 0. 25 percent,  have been studied.   A large number of 

samples from several manufacturers were examined; the data presented Is 

generally true for all specimens. 

A single set of experiments was performed on a ThF./ZnS reflector.    This 

exception will be noted In the text. 

3.  INCLUSION DAM VGK IN DIKLKCTRIC COATINGS 

The conclusion that laser-Induced damage to dielectric mirrors results from 

the presence of localized defects can be drawn by simply studying the morphology 

of damage produced at threshold. The following section? discuss threshold mor- 

phology at three pulse durations. 

3.1   Damage at 20 pser 

1   2 
Characteristic "near-threshold" damage Induced by a 20 psec pulse ' 

focused to a spot 190 ^m In diameter (FWHM of the Intensity distribution) Is In the 

scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of Figure 1. •   The large ridges In the photo 

on the left are Imperfections In the gold coating applied to permit scanning electn. d 

microscopy,  und are not properties of the dielectric coatings or the laser damage. 

The Imperfei tions were caused by wrapping the mirrors In tissue for storage 

between thi time at which they were coated and the time that the microscopy was 

performed.   The laser damage Is *he array of small cr^.ers In the center of this 

photograph,  which corresponds to the central part of th° Irradiated region.    The 

fact that damage Is not produced In the weakly Irradiated outer regions Is 

6.    Mllam,  D.,  Bradbury,  R.A..  and G,-llagher,  C. C.  (1973) Evaluations 
of Three Techniques for Producing Laser ^ulses of Nanosecond Duration,  AFCRL 
Report No,  73-0007.   Available from Defense Documentation Center,  The National 
Technical Information Center,  or the authors. 

"■'• Damage sites shown In SEM's used as illustrations In this report are Jis- 
torted since the specimen Is viewed at an angle of 45°.    True dimensions are 
obtained by measurements on a diagonal aligned on the long axis of the ellipse. 
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heating and cooling of spherical,  metailic inclusions in laser glasses,   it has been 

shown '       that for a particular laser pulse duration a particular size of inclusions 

will be most easily heated to damaging temperatures. *   These studies show that 

short pulses can more easily damage small inclusions and that long pulses damage 

large inclusions.   From Eq. 4 (of reference 7) for the inclusion temperature as 

a function of the radius, R.,  one can easily show that to a first approximation the 

inclusion which is most readily heated by a laser pulse of duration T  ,   has a radius 

proportional to (Tp) '  .   Thus,  for the three pulse durations used inVs work we 

would expect the damaged inclusions to have radii in the ratios 

R.(23 nsec):   R.(1.4nsec):   R.(20 psec)     ,)4     :    8..)     i     l 

Note that for a particular pulse duration, a range of sizes of "easily damaged 

inclusions" can be expected because the relationship between the temperature 

reached and the incluskn size is not a very sharply peaked function.    In addition, 

if the level of irradiation is even slightly ibove the absolute minlmunl required 

for damage then several different sizes of inclusions can be heated to damaging 
temperatures. 

Because there is this range of site sizes in each case,  the ratios of the mean 
site diameters, 

1^(23 nsec):   ^{1.4 nsec):   R.(20 psec)     22    :    7.5    :     1 

are to be compared with the expected ratios.   These sets of ratios are in accept- 

able agreement in view of the difficulty in finding the exact size of the inclusions 
which produced the damage sites. 

It has also been shown   that for nonmetallic inclusions having moderate 

absorptivity there is no "pulse-duration-inclusion size" relationship as above. 
However,  if the absorptivity of the inclusion is very higi^ (that is,   1/« < R   where 

a is the absorption coefficient in cm'1 at the laser wavelength),  the same model 

as used for metallic inclusions can be applied.   Thus, the observed damage mor- 

phology and "pulse duration-inclusion size" relationship suggest that the damaging 
defects are either metallic or very highly absorbing nonmetallic included im- 
purities. 

ni^i l^T-   fum references 1 and 2 require that the inclusion be com- 
pletely embedded in the surrounding material.    The morphology of the damage 
indicates that this condition is satisfied for almost all of the illusions wMch 
contribute to coating damages. 

11.    Bliss    E.S. (1971) Pulse duration dependence of laser damage mech- 
anisms,  Opto-Electronics 3:99-108. •■• ««BH 
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contributi: to a damage morphology similar to the laser beam cross-section.    This 

is exploiod in deteil in the double-pulse experiments described below. 

It is to be emphasued that observations concerning the potential importance of 

other mechanisms for 20 nsec irradiation in excess of threshold in no way effects 

the conclusion that threshold at this pulse duration is determined by large inclu- 

sions. 

I.  1)01 BLK-PI I.SK DAMAGE EXPERIMENTS 

If a damaging quantity of energy is absorbed from a single 1.4 nsec pulse of 

energy E,  the same energy can be supplied by two pulses each of energy E 

(E/2 < E   < E) provided thaf the interpulse interval is shorter than the cooling 

time of the absorbing volune.    Addition of the two pulses to produce damage can 

occur in a uniformly absorbing film or at inclusions too large to be effectively 

heated by single 1.4 nsec pulses.   Addition would not occur at small inclusions 

which could ^ ool during the interpulse interval,  or if damage is due to a fast 

response mechanism such as an electron avalanche breakdown. 

As noted in Section 2. 1,   pairs of optical pulses are readily generated by the 

pulse-shaping shutter.   The Pockels cell in this shutter is constructed as an 

electrical transmission line element.    The driving voltage pulse propagates 

through the Pockels cell into a cable terminated bv an impedance-matched load. 

Removing the load results in a reflection of the voltage pulse,  which in turn opens 

the shutter a second time. Single-and-double-pulse operation of the shutter are 
both illustrated in Figure 6. 

During the experiment,   a mirror was probed by single 1.4 nsec pulses at a 

number of sites to determine the energy E required to produce damage with single 

pulses.   A given site was irradiated only once during this sequence.    Additional 

sites were irradiatej with a series of several single subthreshold pulses at in- 

tervals greater than one minute.   As a general rule,  even several pulses with in- 

tensities less than that required for single pulse damage produced no damage. 

This implies that permanent damage,   undetectable by optical microscopy,   did not 

occur with single subthreshold pulses.    Subsequent observations of damage due to 

the addition of two closely spaced pulses could therefore be of thermal origin. 

A record of an experiment performed in this fashion is shown in Figure 7. 

An approximate threshold for damage by single pulses is indicated by the horizontal 

dashed line,  and a lack of cumulative undetected damage as shown by sequences of 

near-threshold shots which were fired on a given site without causing damage. 

A record of some of the double-pulses experiments performed on the same 

mirror is shown in Figure 8.    The total energy (2E ) of each pair of pulses 

20 
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SHAPED   PULSE   OUT 
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Figure G.    Shutter for Generating Single Pulses of l.^-nsec Duration, 
or Pairs of 1.4-nsec Pulses Spaced by a Reproducible Interval. 
Removing the load from the cable causes a voltage reflection which 
piates the Pockels cell a second time 

SAMPLE    C-19 
14 nttc   pulttt 

x «  indican« oceurrtnct 
of  damog« 

10 

10 e 
SHOT 

20 

NUMBER 

30 39 

Figure 7.   Histogram of a Damage Experiment on a ZrOQ/SiOj mirror. 
Shots 1-22 were single shots each fired on a different site to determine 
single-pulse threshold (indicated by a horizontal dashed line).  The set of 
shots 23-27 were fired onto a single site at one minute intervals to verify 
that detectable damage did not occur as a result of accumulation of un- 
detected permanent damage.  No damage could be detected after the five 
firings.  Shots 28-38 were fired onto a second site at r one-minute 
intervals without causing damage 
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olThltuL    t™^ IT""8 P™™*™-    A study of the morphology of the sites at which damage did occur by summation shows 

Lave b^ngH WaS 'rJ0 a C
1
laSS 0f lareer mcluilOM than would have been damaged by single 1.4-nsec duration pulses 

satisfies the requirement 2E > 2Ep > E,   so that damage was possible only if sum- 

mation occurred.   In several cases,  damage did indeed occur.   Damage sites 

produced by addition on this mirror were characteristic of damage due to large 

inclusions.    Such inclusions would not be expected to damage upon irradiation by 

single 1.4 nsec pulses.   This observation,   coupled with the failure of addition at 

many sites,  is taken as evidence that there is no severe linear absorption present 
la this mirror beyond that presented by the localized inclusions. 

The observation that large inclusions can be damaged due to cumulative 

heating by successive pulses e» be generalized to explain damage by a train of 

mode-locked pulses.    If the intensity of each of the pulses is such that singly they 

cannot produce damage, damage to large inclusion   can still be the principal 

failure mechanism. This may explain the difference between the damage threshold 

found for single 20 psec pulses,  ^ 1011 W/cm2.  and the intensity limits of mode- 
locked oscillators set by coating damage.  - 1 to 4 X 109 W/cm2. 

It was a general observation that there was no consistent pattern of rmise- 
pair addition indicative of material absorption in the mirrors used in this study. 
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Figure 9.   Double-Pulse Damage ICxperimcnts on a ThF4/ZnS 
iVIlrror.    Single-pulse threshold is indicated by the dashed 
horizontal line.   A consistent pattern of damage due to addition 
of two subthreshold pulses indicates linear absorption in the 
coating 

In order to ascertain that the double-pulse experiment does indeed detect 

absorption,  we have used the technique to study a ThF-ZZnS reflector which is 

known to be linearly absorptive at X     0. 69 turn.    Typical double-pulse data for 

this mirror is shown in Figure 9,  where the single-pulse damage threshold is 
again represented by the dashed line.   For this reflector,  the expected con- 

sistent addition of pulses is seen to occur. 

These results indicate that if the coating materials are nonabsorbing,  then 

a combination of linear absorption and/or absorption by small inclusions can 

not be invoked to explain results such as those shown in Figure 5.   It is possible, 

therefore,  that this type of damage was caused by an intrinsic process. 

:>.  IMHINSIC DAMAGE !\ MELECTRIC COATINGS 

Given that neither inclusion damage nor linear absorption properly accounts 

for damage at 23 nsec for the cases in which the sites resemble the incident laser 

spot,  one may speculate that damage at these sites could be due to an intrinsic 

process.    Systematic observation of intrinsic processes is possible only if the 

irradiated site is free of inclusions capable of causing damage.   This precludes 

observation of intrinsic damage processes in currently available mirrors with 

20-psec duration pulses since areas free of inclusions readily damaged by these 
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pulses are typically leas than S^m in diameter.   There are. however, numerous 

sues greater than 10 Mm (50 „m) in diameter which do not contain inclusions 
readily damaged by ruby laser pulses 1.4 nsec (23 nsec) in duration. 

While it is true that damage studies on such small carefully selected areas do 

not yield numbers that are useful as current laser design standards,  it is also true 
that these studies are the only way to determine gains in damage resistance that 

might be achieved if the damaging inclusions were eliminated.   Furthermore 

••small-spot" studies are the only technique for investigation of intrinsic processes 
winch cannot be eliminated and which, therefore,  set upper bounds to damage 
resistance. 

Since electron avalanche has been identified as the "small-spot" damage 

mechanism on the surface and in the bulk of transparent dielectrics 3' 4 our experi- 

ments were specifically designed to simplify observation of the statistical features 
of avalanche breakdown.   The primar> departure from all previous damage 

measurements was the use of laser pulses having a square waveform.   To under- 

stand ehe advantages of these pulses,  consider a large number N   of samples ir- 

radiated by an optical electric fieVJ E(t).    Let h(t) be the probabiUty per unit time 

that the optical field will cause breakdown.    The rate of change in the number of 
samples N(t) remaining undamaged at time t is given by 

fül. .h(t) N(t)> 

from which 

N(t) i No exp [-/o'«..)«.] 

(1) 

(2) 

If h(t) has constant value y, the cumulative probability for damage before time t 
H(t),   is given by 

H(t) i  /    h(f) df ■ yt , 
o 

and N(t) will decay according to the simple form 

N(t) . N e'yt . 

(S) 

(4) 

This is a general result true for any damage mechanism which produces a constant 
probability for damage per unit time. 
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The damage probability function h(t) appropriate for electron avalanche has 
written    as been written   as 

h(t) ■ Ao exp [-K/E(t)] 

where K is ^ material parameter. 

If the applied optical electric field E(t) ha* a square waveform 

(5) 

E(t) ■ 

0.  t < 0 

E„.  0 < t < t 1 (6) 
o. t >t1 , 

then between t - 0 «d t - t, the probability for avalanche breakdown is a constant. 

7(Eo) ^AoexP[-K/Eo]. (7) 

The use of square-waveform pulses in damage experiments will greatly 
mage mechanism.    Statistics,   if 

occurrence of damage of 

simplify observation of statistics in the da 

present,  will be manifest in the variation in the time of 

different sites irradiated by equivalent laser pulses.    If electro, 

mec  anism,  a plot of the logarithm f of the fractional number remaining un- 
damaged at time t should yield the straight line 

f Mn[N(t)/No]     -7(Eo)t. 
(8) 

The material parameter K can be calculated from the ratio of the slopes of such 
straight lines from the equation 

ln[.(E1,/v(E2)].K(^L) 
(9) 

Since the probability for damage by electron avalanche varies from zero to 

some maximum value during the risetimc of the square-waveform pulse,  and since 
tus nseüme is of short duration NO. 7 nsec).  avalanche damage is much more 

likely to occur during the several nanoseconds after the laser pulse has reached 

E       One could,  of course,  increase the applied electric field to so large a value 
that damage was highly likely during the rise. 

Electron avalanche is not the only mechanism that could give rise to statistics 

m the Urne of occurrence of damage.    Inclusion damage,  while deterministic when 
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a sufficiently large focal volume ia used, can be statistical In nature when focal 

volumes are small relative to pertinent inclusion separations. The statistics of 
inclusion-damage will be discussed in Section 6. 

Them is,  however,  a distinction between inclusion damage and avalanche 
damage   Mt is independent of the statistical behavior predicted for the two 

mecha.iisms.    Since the inclusions behave as metallic or highly absorbing particles 

(see Section 3),  inclusion damage in dielectric mirrors is not sensitive to electric 

field maxima which exist in highly reflective multilayer mirrors.   The maxima 

occur due to the presence of equally intense incident and reflected fields, but 

shadowing of the incident field by the inclusion prevents formation of the inter- 

ference maxima at the inclusion.    Inclusion damage in mirrors is,  therefore, 

sensitive only to the incident flux level, and one cannot expect a systematic varia- 
tion of the threshold based on the number of layers in a mirror. 

Electron avalanche, however, is sensitive to the field maxima. Avalanche 

damage in highly reflective stacks should occur at a significantly lower incident 

flux level than that required to damage antireflection coatings of equal quality. 

There is an additional advantage in the square-waveform pulses which is 

worthy of note.    The probability for damage by almost any mechanism other than 

slow thermal processes peaks for a brief interval when Gaussian-waveform pulses 

are used.   As a result,  in situations where the peak probability per unit time is 

small,   many pulses will produce no damage.    The u.^ of square pulses allows a 

particular peak probability to be maintained over relatively long periods of time. 

This means that the integrated probability for occurrence of damage during 

irradiation by - single square pulse is equivalent to that accumulated during 

irradiation by many Gaussian-waveform pulses.   Damage can be observed during 
most square pulses even if the damage probability per unit time is low. 

A similar relationship exists between the integrated probability for damage 

by spatially uniform irradiation and by spatially varying irradiation such as pro- 
duced by a Gaussian-mode laser beam. 

6. STATISTICS OF INCLI/aON iMMAGE 

6.1   Qualitative Discussion 

If the focal spot sizes are sufficiently small such that the most easily damaged 

inclusions are not encountered on each site,  then inclusion damage ceases to be 

deterministic—as it is for large spots.   Primitive inclusion statistics have already 

been observed '       by studying the relationship between damage threshold and 

focal spot size.   For convenience, a typical set of data resulting from such a study 
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Figure 10.    Spot-Size (FWHM) Dependence of Damage for 23-nsec 
Duration Pulses.    Incident energy densities which produced no 
damage (o) are rigidly segregated from those which produce defect 
damage (A) for large spjts,  but not for small spots.    Energy 
densities designated by solid circles (•) produced damage with 
symmetry of laser be;.i;i 

Inclusion diameter (>im) 
Inclusion   ciameier (>jm) 

Figure 11     (A) Inclusion Density in Dielectric Coatings as a Function of 
Estimated Inclusion Diameter; (B) Approximate Threshold Intensities Koquired 
to Damage Inclusions as a Function of Inclusion Diameter (See Section ST 
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Figure 12. Inclusion Temperature as a 
Function of Time for a Given Applied 
Optical Field. Qualitative behavior of 
particles of three radii is sho vn,  illus- 
trating that during a given time interval 
tj-tl,  only particles with radius 
between R2 and R3 will reach a damag- 
ing temperature Tj 

T,-- 

Parficle   radius  » 

Figure 13.    Particle Temperature as a 
Function of Radius at a Given Time 
Under Irradiation at a Given Intensity 
Level.    All particles with R > Rmax 
will eventually reach T^ if the field is 
sustained 

. 

Mint 

Figure 14.   Qualitative Functional 
Form of the Instantaneous Probability 
for Inclusion Damage as a Function of 
Time for Three Applied Optical Field 
Strengths.    I3 is assumed to be suf- 
ficiently low to damage only larger 
inclusions 

Figure 15.   Qualitative Survival Curves, 
Assuming Inclusion Damage as the Site 
Loss Mechanism,   for Three Applied 
Optical Field Strengths.    [3 is assumed 
to be sufficiently low to damage only 
larger inclusions which are not present 
on every site 
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The qualitative dependence of h^t) on Intensity I is shown in Figure 14.   The 

maximum temperature reached by an absorbing particle is proportional to the 

product IRj.   Small inclusions which are not heated to damaging temperatures at 

moderate flux levels can be so heated by increasing the flux.    This flux Increase 

causes h.(t) to sharpen and peak earlier,  since these •'mall particles have short 

thermal response times and are so densely distributed that they are nearly certain 
to be present In each site. 

Comparison of these predictions with experimental data Is most readily made 

from the cumulative probability U^t) related to h.(t) as In Eq. (3). The fractional 
number of undamaged sites obeys: 

"•{■T) HjU) . (10) 

Approximate functional forms for this Integral are shown In Figure 15. It Is ob- 

vious that the Integrated probability does not have the simple linear form expected 

for electron avalanche breakdown statistics (see Eq. (8)), but the extent of the de- 

parture from linearity might be small especially for high Incident fields. In order 

to distinguish unambiguously avalanche breakdown from Inclusion damage on the 

basis of experimentally determined statistics, one needs an explicit form for H.(t). 
We consider this problem In the next section. 

6.2   (Juuutitalivi- Theory 

Progress has been made In making the above considerations on the statistics 

of Inclusion damage quantitative.    Let us assume that a transparent host film,   con- 

taining a uniform distribution of perfectly conducting spherical Inclusions Is Ir- 

radiated with a constant laser flux I.    The focal spot of the laser has area A,  and 

the Intensity will be assumed uniform over the spot.    Let the distribution of in- 

clusion sizes be p(R.) such that p(R.)dR. Is the number of Inclusions per unit area 

normal to the beam,   or surface density of Inclusions,  whose radii are between R. 

and R. + dR..    From Figure 13,  we see that all Inclusions whose radii are between 
Rmin(t) and pmax(t) wil1 be heated to a damaging temperature Td In a time t.    Then 
the mean number of damaging inclusions within the focal spot is 

<n> =  <n (A, t)>     A   / 
R        (t) max 

R   . (t) nun 
dRjp (R.) (11) 

We are now in a position to describe how n(A, t) will be distributed about the 

mean <n> .    The fluctuations of n should follow a Polsson distribution to a high 
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1 
accuracy; that is,  the probability of observing n inclusions in the area A at tim • t, 
given that the mean number of inclusions Is < n>,   should be given by 

P(n|<n(A(t)> )   -   { <n>n exp(-<n>)}/ni. (12) 

The conditions for the applicability of the Poisson distribution to our problem 
13 

are:       (1) The probabilities of inclusions occurring in two non-overlapping 

infinitesimal areas dA and dA' are independent; (2) the probability of an inclusion 

occurring in dA is proportional to dA; and (3) if dA is chosen sufficiently small, 

the probability of two inclusions in dA is negligible.    In passing,  we note that an 

amazing variety of phenomena obey Poisson statistics.    These include the spatial 

distributions of grain centers on photographic film,       bacteria colonies on a 

Petri plate,  and V2 rocket hits in the south of London during World War 11. 15 

From E:q.  (12) we can find the probability of damage not occurring before 

time t,   since it is tho probability that no damaging inclusions are contained in the 
area A, 

P(0| :n(A, t)>) ■-    exp (-<n(A. t)>) (13) 

The cumulative damage probability H.(t),  which determines the survival curve, 
log [ >F(t)/N  ) versus t,  is then given by 

ILit) i 1 - P(0|<n(A,t)>) = 1 - exp (-<n(A,t)>) . (14) 

Since P(0|< n>) starts out flat at t   ^ 0 and approaches some constant value between 

0 and 1 as t increases,   it is clear that the survival curve has the qualitative be- 
havior shown in Figure 15.    Hence,  the problem of finding the survival curve for 

the number of irradiated sites reduces to the solution of a heat transfer problem, 

namely finding Rmin and Rmax.  the limits of the range of inclusion sizes which 

will result in damage,  as a function of the time t.    This involves inverting Eq,  (4) 

of reference 7.   Details of this procedure will be included in the next report. 

Several simplifying assumptions were made in the above discussion,  which 

may have to be relaxed in the future.    Here we merely list some extensions of 

the model which may have to be considered.    The model could:   (1) allow for the 

13.    Fry 
D. Van Nostrand 

T.C.  (1965) Probability and its Engineering U? 
id Co.,   Inc.,   Princeton,   New Jersey,   p.  240. 

ses,  2nd edition. 

14. O'Neill,   E.L.  (1963) Introduction to Statistical Optics,   Addison-Wesley 
Publishing Co.,  Inc.,   Reading,   Massachusetts,  p.   115. 

15. Feller,  W.  (1968) An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applica- 
tions,  Vol.   1,   3rd edition,  John Wiley and Sons,  Inc.,   New York,  p.   159, 
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actual spatial profile of the beam in the focal spot,  which is Gaussian rather than 

rectangular as assumed above; (2) include the effect of semiconducting or dielectric 

inclusions; (3) incorporate the effect of intrinsic breakdown as well as impurity 

induced breakdown; and (4) accommodate the increase of the host medium's tempera- 

ture due to absorption by many densely distributed small nondamaging inclusions. 

Finally,  we note that it is possible to determine the dependence of the damage 
process on the focal area A from the above equations,  and that this dependence is 

consistent mth the qualitative consideration of Section 6. 1.    From Eqs.  (11) and 

(13) we see that the probability of no damage occurring behaves like exp [ -A/a(t)], 

where a(t) depends on material parameters and the laser flux,  but not on the spot 

size.   Thus,  damage will occur earlier,  in general,   in large spots since the 

probability of finding an inclusion that can be damaged before a given time t. in- 

creases as the area of the site increases.   Moreover,  the damage process becomes 

deterministic as A is increased.   This is most easily seen from the variance of the 
Poisson distribution,  which is 

2 2 2 <An    >   i   <n   >-<n> <n >~ A (15) 

where An ä   n - <n> .    The relative fluctuation in the number of particles in A is 
obtained by combining Eq. (15) with Eq. (11), 

(An), rms <A nV/2 

<n> <n> 
1 

(16) 

Thus,  the relative dispersion in the inclusion damage threshold vanishes in the 
large spot limit. 

7. OKSKRVMION OF INTRINSIC DAMAGE IN DBLKTRIC COATINGS 

7.1   Apparatus and tlxperimcnlai Setup 

Apparatus used in the small-spot experiments is shown in Figure 16.   Square- 

waveform pulses up to about 15 nsec in duration are shuttered from a pulse 50 to 

60 nsec in duration (FWHM).    Peak intensity beyond the shutter is typically 50 to 

100 kW depending on tie dye concentration used in the oscillator.    Contrast ratio 

in the shutter is quite high.    The energy transmitted by the shutter during the 

minimum shuttered pulse width,   1.4 nsec,  exceeds by at least a factor of 50 the 

integrated leakage during the rest of the pulse. 

The sample mirror is mounted in a translation stage allowing movement 

parallel to the beam and in one dimension perpendicular to the beam.    The stage 
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■o scope 

SÄffa       i SetuP'«T Producing Small Focal Spot Damage Using Square 
Waveform Laser Pul.ses     Time of damage is detected bv cutoff of the 
pulse transmitted through the damage,  and a calibrated input intensity 
monitor independent of the sample transmission is obtained from the 
input waveform 

traveling perpendicular to the beam is aligned normal to the beam by means of a 

mirror clamped to the side of the stage.    Following alignment of this stage   a 

short-focal-length lens (f     13 to 25 mm) is centered on the beam in the approxi- 

mate position necessary to bring the beam to a focus on the mirror.   As shown 

in Figure 17,  the He-Ne laser alignment beam reflected from the sample mirror 

can be used to locate the sample in the focal plane of the lens.    The reflected 

beam,  viewed at a distance of several meters,   is a magnified image of the spatial 

distribution in the focal plane of the damage lens.    The mirror is translated along 
the beam until the beam waist is imaged on the screen. 

Light transmitted through the mirror is collimated by a second lens and 

directed onfo a photodiode which is also irradiated by a fraction of the incident 

pulse.   By use of suitable optical delay,  both the incident and transmitted wave- 

forms can be displayed on a single scope trace.    The incident waveform is cali- 
brated absolutely by comparison with the energy arriving at the sample plane. 

Full height displays («  20 mm) can be achieved without detector saturation. 
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The lens used for recollimation can also be used to form magnified images of 

the beam profile in planes near the beam waist.   The intensity distribution in planes 

both upstream and downstream of the waist are fringed,  but the profile in the waist 

is smooth and approximately Gaussian.   With a 13 mm lens,   the beams waist is 

approximately 0. 15 mm in length and about 8 ± 2 um in diameter.   While more ac- 

curate profile measurements are planned to allow determination of the actual 

optical field strength in the waist,  these preliminary measurements serve to insure 

that the sample is properly irradiated.    Photographs of planes near the beam wa^st 

are shown in Figure 18.    Damage is detected by noting a decrease in transmission 
through the sample at the time of damage. 

7.2   Smull Kurul-Spiit Dala and InU'rprelatiun 

Selected mirrors,   chosen for low density of inclusions,   have been studied in 

the first small-spot measurements.    Tests are still in progress,  but results to 

date are promising and in good agreement with expected behavior.    Principal 
results for each mirror studied are discussed below. 

7.2.1   SAMPLE E-2,   Zr02/Si02,   R     96% 

The sample was irradiated by 130 pulses,   resulting in 111 damages.   A given 

site was irradiated as many times as necessary to produce damage.    Firings v,ere 

spaced in time by 30 sec.    The general incident intensity level was set by the at- 

tenuator,  but fluctuations of ±10 to 15 percent in the laser output produced a large 

jitter in the firing time of the spa -k gap used to drive the Pockels cell shutter. 

This jitter resulted in a number of pulses which were not sufficiently square in 

waveform.   All pulses were monitored as individuals,  and sorted into intensity 

categories after the experiment.    Three categories representing (1) the least 

incident intensity that readily produced damage,  (2) an intermediate intensity,  and 

(3) the highest intensity used were selected for reduction.    Each set was assigned 

a range of intensities (that is,   such as 12 t 0. 5 mm scope deflection).   All pulses 

which had intensities that stayed within that intensity range until time of damage 
were included in the set. 

Data reduction consisted of measuring the time lapse before damage on each 

firing.   A logarithmic plot of the fractional number remaining undamaged as a 

function of time is shown in Figure 19.    Three straight lines are reasonably well 
established. 

Using Eq.  (8),   it is possible to compute a value for the constant K provided 

that the optical electrical field in the focal plane is known.    Due to the problem 

in correctly measuring the spot,  we have defined a parameter ß such that 

E --   ß/f. 
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Figure 19.   Survival Curve for Sites 
on Sample E-2.   Sites were irradiated 
by square-waveform pulses focused 
to a spot ~ 8 pm in diameter.   Data 
for three beam intensities, 33 KW (A) 
39 KW (o).  and 45 KW (a) are shown. ' 
Corresponding peak intensities Li the 
focal plane were approximately 52, 
61, and 70 GW/cmZ 

4 6 8 10 

nano seconds 

where E is the optical field strength at the focus and t is the height in millimeters 

of the laser pulse displayed on the calibrated oscilloscope trace.    Using this 

definition, we find K/ß = 43 ± 12 mm'1/2 from the three ratios obtainable. 

From the power level required to produce h(t) = 0. 5 nsec"1    --45kW   and the 

estimated size of the focal spot,  ~ö X 10     cm in diameter,  the peak on-axis power 

level at the focus is approximately 70 GW/cm2.   From this number, and the height 

of the oscilloscope display,   t ■ 14 mm,  corresponding to the 45 kW input   we can 
C 1/9 r f 

estimate j3 to be 4. 5 X 10    V/m/mm1/':.   A corresponding estimate of K is 

1. 9 X 10   V/m, which is comparable to the values of K reported by Bass and 
Barrett.3 

Typical damage morphology resulting from these firings is shown in Figure 20. 

The morphology differs in a fundamental way from any that we have ever observed 

when using large focal spots ( > 0.1 mm diameter).    All sites are symmetric 

craters, whose size correlates well with the beam size.   Man\ layers, up to five 

pairs,  are penetrated if damage occurs early in the pulse; fewer layers are 

penetrated if damage occurs late.   The ZrOg coatings appear to be quite brittle 

whereas the SiOg layers are much stronger.    In all sites investigated to date,  the 

SiOg layers appear to have been stretched up away from the rest of the stack until 

the "bubble" is ruptured.    Remaining raised edges of these bubbles are visible, 

and these edges are not pierced by smaller inclusion damages.    This appearance 
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Figure 20.    Symmetric Crater-Like Damage Produced by Square- 
Waveform Laser Pulse Pocused to a Spot ~8^m in Diameter. 
Zr02 layers are those having poorly defined,  crumbled edges. 
Si02 layers,  those with smoothly melted edges,  always resemble 
the remnants of a bubble which has burst.   Six pairs of coating 
layers are broken.    Sample is E-2 

suggests that breakdown may have occurred in the ZrOg layers and that the 

SiO, layers were damaged by the Zr02 breakdowns. 
We have investigated approximately one-half the total number of sites by 

scanning electron microscopy.    The single obvious inclusion damage that has 

been found is shown in Figure 21.   While it is possible to generate a range of 

damage starting times due to the statistics of the sizes and densities of inclusions, 

the morphology is highly suggestive that most damages in this set are due to some 

mechanism other than inclusions. 
By using a lens with a focal length of 25 mm,  larger spots were irradiated. 

The waveforms of the pulse transmitted through the damage take one of two 

distinctive forms; the pulse is terminated during the rise,  generally quite early, 

or the termination occurs after the pulse has reached peak intensity.   The two 

termination forms are correlated with two distinctive damage morphologies as 

shown in Figure 22.   Note that a small,  deep,   symmetric crater is present in 

Figure 22a,  but not in Figure 22b.    The limited amoint of such data which is 

presently available does not allow statistical interpretation. 

It is necessary to note that the sample E-2 described here is the most 

resistant to damage bv short laser pulses and has the lowest inclusion density 
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of any mirror that we have yet studied.   Statistical aspects of damage were readily 

observed using very small spots,  but a transition toward deterministic behavior 

can be found by simply increasing the spot size.   As will be shown below,  statistics 

characteristic of avalanche breakdown are not easily observed even on high quality 
mirrors because of the high density of Inclusions. 

7.2.2 SAMPLE C-8,   Zr02/Si02.  R ■ 96% 

Using the 13 mm lens,   68 shots were taken resulting in 18 damages. At three 

sites,  damage occurred at a time well beyond the leading edge of the laser pulse, 

and only then after sevei^l prior shots had irradiated the site.    For all other shots, 

damage occurred during the risetime of the laser pulse.   The data is consistent 

with qualitatively predicted inclusion statistics at high incident fields,  but since 

damage occurred at a wide range of intensities during the pulse risetime,  there is 

an unsufficient quantity of data at any one intensity to allow statistical interpretation. 
Electron microscopy will be used to determine whether this mirror also 

exhibits a difference in morphology for sites which damaged during the risetime 
as opposed to those which damaged late in the pulse. 

7.2.3 SAMPLE 0-143,   Zr02/Si02,  R = 96% 

For thin films,  one of the most striking difference between damage by electron 

avalanche and damage due to inclusions is that the former is sensitive to electric 

field maxima present in multilayer coatings,  whereas the latter depends only on 

incident flux levels.   Because of this easily identified distinction,  we have begun 

the process of studying selected pairs of coatings,  one highly reflecting and one 

antireflecting,  in both large and very small spots.    For large spo^s both films 

are inclusion limited.    Either of the two may be the most damage resistant,   but 

the inclusion-limited relative damage thresholds for the members of the pair can 

be established.    If electron avalanche is the mechanism when the same pair is 

studied in small spots,  the relative threshold should be altered in favor of the 
antireflection coating which is free of strong »lectric field maxima. 

A single such comparison has been completed to date. The A-R sample 0-14,' 

and the highly reflecting sample E-2 have the same large-spot damage threshold 

15 ± 2 J/cm   at T       1.4 nsec.    On small sites,   if a comparison is made of the 

incident fields for cases when damage occurs well beyond the rise of square pulse, 

the A-R coating is approximately twice as hard to damage as the reflector. 

7.3 Cwalvaiwu 

The small-spot data currently available strongly suggests that it is possible 

to obst rve electron avalanche damage on selected sites in dielectric mirrors. 

Additional verification of this is of considerable interest from a practical point 
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of view,  since it will aid in determining the improvement possible if inclusions 

were eliminated. 
A straightforward technique for detecting a transition from inclusion damage 

to avalanche damage as the focal spot is reduced has been developed. Additional 

experiments wi'l be perfor.ned to further test our initial observations. 

; 
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